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Abstract  
The main goal of spinal cord rehabilitation is to restore walking ability and improve walking quality after spinal cord injury (SCI). The 
spatiotemporal parameters of walking and the parameters of plantar pressure can be obtained using a plantar pressure analysis system. 
Previous studies have reported step asymmetry in patients with bilateral SCI. However, the asymmetry of other parameters in patients with 
SCI has not been reported. This was a prospective, cross-sectional study, which included 23 patients with SCI, aged 48.1 ± 14.5 years, and 
28 healthy subjects, aged 47.1 ± 9.8 years. All subjects underwent bare foot walking on a plantar pressure measurement device to measure 
walking speed and spatiotemporal parameters. Compared with healthy subjects, SCI patients had slower walking speed, longer stride time 
and stance time, larger stance phase percentage, and shorter stride length. The peak pressures under the metatarsal heads and toe were 
lower in SCI patients than in healthy subjects. In the heel, regional impulse and the contact area percentage in SCI patients were higher 
than those in healthy subjects. The symmetry indexes of stance time, step length, maximum force, impulse and contact area were increased 
in SCI patients, indicating a decline in symmetry. The results confirm that the gait quality, including spatiotemporal variables and plantar 
pressure parameters, and symmetry index were lower in SCI patients compared with healthy subjects. Plantar pressure parameters and 
symmetry index could be sensitive quantitative parameters to improve gait quality of SCI patients. The protocols were approved by the 
Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Shengjing Hospital of China Medical University (approval No. 2015PS54J) on August 13, 2015. This 
trial was registered in the ISRCTN Registry (ISRCTN42544587) on August 22, 2018. Protocol version: 1.0.
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Introduction 
Severe injury to the spinal cord, accompanied by neurolog-
ical and sensorimotor disorders, severely limits mobility 
(Lucareli et al., 2011; Hasegawa et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015;  
Narin et al., 2017; Takazawa et al., 2018). In the majority of 
patients who retain some walking ability, movements are 
limited to the confines of their homes or to short distances, 
and patients are dependent upon the assistance of mechan-
ical devices or caregivers (Hardin et al., 2013; Shank et al., 
2018). Hence, one central rehabilitative objective shared by 
these patients is the recovery and enhanced quality of ambu-
lation (Lapointe et al., 2001; Sohn et al., 2018).

To obtain clinical data on the walking capacity of patients 
with injuries to the spinal cord, quantitative measures are 
needed that assess spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic 
parameters to reveal the fundamental impairments involved, 
which can be compared with healthy individuals (Arazpour 
et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015). Tools that provide dependable 
and reproducible measurements in the diagnosis and devel-
opmental monitoring of various conditions make it possible 
for the identification of minor discrepancies that differenti-
ate between healthy and pathological patterns and to high-
light specific responses to treatment (Krizsan-Agbas et al., 
2014; Safayi et al., 2015). The plantar pressure system focus-
es on the performance of the feet in response to the ground 
reaction forces experienced during everyday activities as the 
feet provide the support base for the body (Li et al., 2016). 
This system makes it possible to obtain quantitative data 
related to the walking pattern, including spatiotemporal pa-
rameters and pressure distribution (Nsenga Leunkeu et al., 
2014; Lim et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). By examination of 
pressure distribution, the interface pressure between the sole 
and foot plantar surface can be identified. There have been 
many plantar pressure-related studies since the 1950s inves-
tigating flat foot, cavus foot, diabetes mellitus patients, pres-
sure ulcer, stroke patients, and obese subjects (Thijs et al., 
2007; Razak et al., 2012; Chiu et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2013; 
Fernandez-Seguin et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2016; Mohd Said 
et al., 2016; Song-Hua et al., 2017), but previous studies have 
rarely assessed plantar pressure for spinal cord injury (SCI) 
patients (Beseler et al., 2012). Most of the studies measuring 
the gait of SCI patients have used a digital camera system 
to measure the spatiotemporal variables (Tamburella et 
al., 2013; Pramodhyakul et al., 2014; Arazpour et al., 2017; 
Quarrington et al., 2018). Spatiotemporal variables can also 
be determined by a plantar pressure plate system (Beseler et 
al., 2012; Greenhalgh et al., 2014), and studies of the static 
or dynamic plantar pressure measurements can highlight a 
range of typical attributes of plantar pressure distribution by 
which normal and impaired patterns can be compared, thus 
assisting in the recognition of underlying causes and conse-
quent development of pathological gaits (Razak et al., 2012; 
Lim et al., 2016). To our knowledge, no studies have used 
this method to describe and compare the plantar pressure 
distribution between SCI patients and normal subjects. 

Good walking quality entails not only walking fast (Agu-
irre-Guemez et al., 2017), but also walking symmetrically. In 

stroke patients and amputees, walking symmetry is an import-
ant variable to evaluate walking quality (Hsu et al., 2003; Plot-
nik et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014). A recent study has reported 
step length asymmetry in SCI patients (Kumprou et al., 2017). 
However, it remains unclear if there is asymmetry of other 
walking variables in SCI patients, which could provide sensi-
tive parameters to indicate the improvement of gait quality.

The purpose of this study is to determine the difference 
of gait variables, plantar pressure parameters and symme-
try index between SCI patients and healthy subjects, and to 
identify sensitive quantitative parameters. 

Participants and Methods
Design 
This study was a prospective, cross-sectional design.

Participants
A total of 51 subjects (23 SCI patients and 28 healthy subjects) 
were recruited from the Rehabilitation Department of Sheng-
jing Hospital of China Medical University, China. All subjects 
signed the informed consent. The protocols were approved by 
the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Shengjing Hospi-
tal of China Medical University (approval No. 2015PS54J) on 
August 13, 2015.

Inclusion criteria of SCI patients
(1) Incomplete SCI, diagnosed with the American Spinal 
Cord Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale (AIS) D 
(Armstrong et al., 2017; Yugue et al., 2018); 
(2) The capacity for independent walking (with or without 
mechanical support) for a minimum of 15 minutes (Pra-
modhyakul et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2017). 

Exclusion criteria of SCI patients
Indications or manifestations with the potential to impact 
upon mobility were employed as exclusion criteria: 
(1) Severe spasticity of the lower-extremity muscles rated as 
greater than or equal to 2 on the Modified Ashworth Scale; 
(2) Muscle or joint pain with an intensity rating greater than 
5 out of 10 on a numerical scale; 
(3) The presence of cognitive or behavioral disorders; 
(4) Spinal or lower extremity deformities, such as scoliosis, 
kyphosis and equinovarus; 
(5) Clinical instability (Amatachaya et al., 2013; Guan et al., 
2017). 

Inclusion criteria of healthy subjects
For comparison with SCI patients, 28 healthy subjects of 
matching age (± 5 years) and sex who displayed none of the 
aforementioned conditions were recruited. 

Exclusion criteria of healthy subjects 
Healthy subjects with one or more of the following condi-
tions were excluded: muscle or joint pain of lower extremity 
or spine, the presence of cognitive disorders, flat foot or 
cavus foot, or abnormal gait (Plotnik et al., 2013). Subjects 
were consulted and evaluated according to demographic 
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factors, including age, height, weight, and body mass index. 

Acquirement of walking pattern data
Walking pattern data were acquired using a 2-m long foots-
can plantar pressure plate system with 8192 resistive sensors, 
giving a resolution of 4 sensors per cm2 (RSscan Internation-
al, Olen, Belgium) (Additional Figure 1). The platform was 
mounted on a secure flat surface, level with and centered 
upon a 10-m long rubber walkway. To prevent participants 
from adapting their walking pattern and aiming for the 
plate, the platform surface was covered with an overlayer of 
ethylene-vinyl acetate (Shore hardness A 70) (Li et al., 2016). 

Each subject undertook at least two practice walks along 
the plate walkway to familiarize them with, and hence feel at 
ease with, the experimental process. Following an adequate 
recuperation period, each subject was asked to walk in bare 
feet upon the footscan platform at their comfortable speed for 
at least three successful trials. Subjects reporting fatigue were 
permitted to rest for a minimum of 2 minutes between trials.

Data analysis
The footscan plate system partitioned the foot into the fol-
lowing ten anatomical regions: (i) heel lateral (HL), (ii) heel 
medial (HM), (iii) midfoot (MF), (iv) metatarsal 5 (M5), (v) 
metatarsal 4 (M4), (vi) metatarsal 3 (M3), (vii) metatarsal 2 
(M2), (viii) metatarsal 1 (M1), (ix) toes 2 to 5 (T2–5), and (x) 
toe 1 (T1) (Yan et al., 2013). 

Subjects’ spatiotemporal parameters, including walk-
ing speed, stride time, stance time, stride length, and step 
length, and pressure parameters, including peak planter 
pressure, impulse, maximum force (Max F) and contact 
area of each foot were extracted. The relative short step 
length side was defined as the weak side, and the other side 
was defined as the strong side. The average gait parameters 
were calculated.

To make the parameters comparable, some parameters 
were standardized as the percentage of partial parameter 
value to the sum of the whole parameter value. 

The percentage of stance time to stride time was calculated 
as stance phase percentage: 
                            
                                                            

Percentage of regional impulse of the 10-distributional 
region to the sum of the whole region was calculated as re-
gional impulse percentage: 
     

Percentage of regional contact area of the 10-distribu-
tional region to the sum of the whole foot contact area was 
calculated as regional contact area percentage: 
  

The following formula was used for computing the sym-
metry index (SI) of the gait variables (Hsu et al., 2003; Tyrell 

et al., 2011; Kumprou et al., 2017). Stance time SI, step length 
SI, Max F SI, impulse SI, and contact area SI were calculated 
separately. An SI value of 0 indicated the best symmetry.
              

Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as the mean ± SD. SPSS 16.0 soft-
ware (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analysis. 
The baseline demographics of the participants, along with 
the experimental outcomes, were interpreted by the applica-
tion of descriptive statistics. The independent-sample t-test 
was used for intergroup analysis to compare the gait param-
eters of healthy and SCI subjects. Values with P < 0.05 were 
considered as statistically significant. 

Results
Baseline demographics
Data of 51 subjects, including 28 healthy and 23 SCI sub-
jects, were analyzed. The study did not detect any significant 
difference in the baseline demographics between the healthy 
and SCI groups (P > 0.05; Table 1).

Spatiotemporal variables in SCI and healthy groups 
The walking speed was significantly slower in the SCI group 
(0.34 ± 0.15 m/s) than in the healthy group (1.41 ± 0.16 m/s) (P 
< 0.05; Table 2). The stride time was significantly longer and 
the stance time was significantly larger in the SCI group than 
in the healthy group (P < 0.05; Table 2). The stance phase 
percentage was also significantly larger in the SCI group 
than in the healthy group (80.41 ± 6.41%). Stride length was 
significantly shorter in the SCI group than in the healthy 
group (P < 0.05; Table 2).  

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Table 1 Demographics of subjects with spinal cord injury (SCI) and 
healthy subjects

Items Healthy (n = 28) SCI (n = 23)

Age (mean ± SD, years) 47.1±9.8 48.1±14.5
Female/m,ale (n) 16/12 13/10
Height (mean ± SD, cm) 163.68±6.53 165.73±7.12
Weight (mean ± SD, kg) 67.43±10.37 66.59±8.74
Body mass index (mean ± SD, kg/m2) 25.08±2.75 24.18±2.11

There was no significant difference in the baseline demographics 
between the healthy and SCI groups (P > 0.05).

Table 2 Spatiotemporal variables in the SCI group and healthy group 

Variables SCI (n = 23) Healthy (n = 28)

Walking speed (m/s) 0.34±0.15* 1.41±0.16
Stride time (s) 2.16±0.68* 1.07±0.10
Stance time (s) 1.76±0.64* 0.71±0.08
Stance phase percentage (%) 80.41±6.41* 66.44±3.22
Stride length (m) 0.56±0.15* 1.11±0.12

*P < 0.05, vs. healthy group (mean ± SD; independent-sample t-test). 
SCI: Spinal cord injury; m: meter; s: second.
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Plantar pressure distribution in the SCI and healthy 
groups 
The relative short step length side was defined as the weak 
side, and the other side was defined as the strong side. The pa-
rameters of the strong side and the weak side of the SCI group 
were compared with those in the healthy group separately.

The highest peak plantar pressure in both sides was locat-
ed in the heel (HM and HL) of SCI patients, and in the third 
metatarsal region (M3) of healthy subjects. The peak plantar 
pressure in each region was lower in SCI patients than in 
healthy subjects, and the difference was significant in the 
meta and toe regions (P < 0.05; Table 3). 

Regional impulse percentage and contact area percentage 
in different regions of SCI and healthy groups 
Bilateral heel (HM and HL) impulse percentage in SCI 
patients was significantly increased compared with that in 
healthy subjects. In T1, M3, midfoot of both sides and M2 of 
the strong side, the impulse percentage was significantly de-
creased in the SCI group compared with the healthy group (P 
< 0.05; Table 4).

Significantly increased regional contact area percentage 
under the heel (HM and HL) and decreased regional contact 
area percentage under the midfoot were found in SCI pa-
tients. Under bilateral M1 to M4, the contact area percent-
age was significantly increased; under T2–5 on the weak side 
in SCI patients, the contact area percentage was significantly 
decreased (P < 0.05; Table 5).

Symmetry index of SCI and healthy groups
When comparing the symmetry between SCI and healthy 
groups, the SI of the stance time and the step length were 
significantly larger in the SCI group than in the healthy 
group (P < 0.05; Table 6). The symmetry of whole foot 
plantar Max F, impulse, and contact area were compared 
between the healthy and SCI groups. In the SCI group, the 
SI of Max F, impulse and contact area were all significantly 

Table 3 Plantar pressure distribution in SCI group and healthy 
group

Strong side of 
SCI group (n = 23)

Weak side of 
SCI group (n = 23)

Healthy group 
(n = 28)

T1 (N/cm2) 3.14±3.81* 3.15±3.57* 6.93±2.43
T2–5 (N/cm2) 0.76±0.65* 0.87±0.91* 1.92±1.15
M1 (N/cm2) 3.7±4.22* 3.38±2.79* 7.08±2.63
M2 (N/cm2) 6.01±5.24* 6.95±4.33* 16.79±5.33
M3 (N/cm2) 6.1±3.62* 7.7±4.7* 19.63±5.33
M4 (N/cm2) 5.74±4.14* 6.88±4.57* 13.59±4.32
M5 (N/cm2) 3.61±2.87* 3.48±2.51* 5.98±3.30
MF (N/cm2) 3.58±4.17* 3.54±4.2* 5.57±1.95
HM (N/cm2) 11.05±4.67 9.92±5.88 12.17±3.38
HL (N/cm2) 9.94±4.99 8.7±5.71 11.54±3.83

The footscan plate system partitioned the foot into the following ten 
anatomical regions: (i) heel lateral (HL), (ii) heel medial (HM), (iii) 
midfoot (MF), (iv) metatarsal 5 (M5), (v) metatarsal 4 (M4), (vi) 
metatarsal 3 (M3), (vii) metatarsal 2 (M2), (viii) metatarsal 1 (M1), (ix) 
toes 2 to 5 (T2–5), and (x) toe 1 (T1). *P < 0.05, vs. healthy group (mean 
± SD; independent-sample t-test). SCI: Spinal cord injury.

Table 4 Regional impulse percentage (%) in different regions of SCI 
and healthy groups 

Strong side of SCI
group (n = 23)

Weak side of SCI
group (n = 23)

Healthy 
group (n = 28)

T1 4.52±3.85* 4.43±2.83* 6.88±2.67
T2–5 1.06±1.25 0.98±1.52 1.25±0.96
M1 4.91±4.55 5.89±6.06 5.77±2.38
M2 7.83±5.39* 10.91±8.21 13.25±2.88
M3 7.67±5.13* 9.87±5.71* 13.63±2.81
M4 7.65±5.6* 9.88±6.65 10.75±2.15
M5 4.48±3.65 4.33±4.23 5.39±2.20
MF 11.59±6.41* 11.68±7.4* 17.37±7.64
HM 29.34±12.3* 25.56±13.78* 14.41±3.39
HL 20.91±8.38* 18.16±9.24* 11.26±2.87

The footscan plate system partitioned the foot into the following ten 
anatomical regions: (i) heel lateral (HL), (ii) heel medial (HM), (iii) 
midfoot (MF), (iv) metatarsal 5 (M5), (v) metatarsal 4 (M4), (vi) 
metatarsal 3 (M3), (vii) metatarsal 2 (M2), (viii) metatarsal 1 (M1), (ix) 
toes 2 to 5 (T2–5), and (x) toe 1 (T1). *P < 0.05, vs. healthy group (mean 
± SD; independent-sample t-test). SCI: Spinal cord injury.

Table 5 Regional contact area percentage (%) in different regions of 
SCI and healthy groups 

Strong side of SCI 
group (n = 23)

Weak side of 
SCI group (n = 23)

Healthy 
group (n = 28)

T1 9.55±2.9* 10.38±2.34 11.13±1.6
T2–5 6.76±3.83 5.52±2.78* 7.69±2.05
M1 8.85±1.95* 9.39±1.72* 7.86±1.08
M2 8.26±1.28* 9.48±4.3* 7.17±0.39
M3 6.74±0.66* 7.44±1.83* 5.88±0.35
M4 7.03±0.76* 7.55±0.83* 6.09±0.35
M5 7.15±1.48 6.16±1.77 7.04±0.75
MF 21.82±3.47* 20.8±3.72* 25.97±2.79
HM 12.91±1.66* 13.42±1.86* 11.43±0.89
HL 10.91±1.45* 11.62±1.64* 9.74±0.79

The footscan plate system partitioned the foot into the following ten 
anatomical regions: (i) heel lateral (HL), (ii) heel medial (HM), (iii) 
midfoot (MF), (iv) metatarsal 5 (M5), (v) metatarsal 4 (M4), (vi) 
metatarsal 3 (M3), (vii) metatarsal 2 (M2), (viii) metatarsal 1 (M1), (ix) 
toes 2 to 5 (T2–5), and (x) toe 1 (T1). *P < 0.05, vs. healthy group (mean 
± SD; independent-sample t-test). SCI: Spinal cord injury. 

Table 6 Comparison of SI between SCI and healthy groups

Variables SCI (n = 23) Healthy (n = 28)

Stance time SI 0.08±0.05* 0.02±0.01
Step length SI 0.14±0.12* 0.03±0.02
Max F SI 0.22±0.13* 0.07±0.04
Impulse SI 0.42±0.06* 0.07±0.06
Contact area SI 0.07±0.04* 0.03±0.02

*P < 0.05, vs. healthy group (mean ± SD; independent-sample t-test). 
SI: Symmetry index; SCI: spinal cord injury. 
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larger compared with those in the healthy group (P < 0.05; 
Table 6).

Discussion
Walking quality enhancement is one of the central rehabil-
itative objectives for SCI patients (Knippenberg et al., 2017; 
Gollie, 2018). In the present study, spatiotemporal variables 
and plantar pressure data were measured simultaneously. 
Compared with healthy subjects, SCI patients had slower 
walking speed, larger stance phase percentage, shorter stride 
length, and larger SI of stance time and step length. The data 
for plantar pressure indicated that the peak pressures under 
the metatarsal heads and toe were lower, regional impulse 
and the contact area percentage in the heel (HM and HL) 
were higher, and the SI of Max F, impulse and contact area 
were all significantly larger in SCI patients.

To perform exercises in daily life, adequate walking speed 
is a key determinant (Guo et al., 2012; Pramodhyakul et al., 
2014). A study by Pramodhyakul et al. (2014) using a digital 
camera has shown that the subjects with incomplete SCI 
have slower walking speed, and lower stride length and ca-
dence compared with healthy subjects (Pramodhyakul et al., 
2014). A study by Tamburella et al. included 15 patients with 
chronic or subacute SCI, level D at the ASIA and 15 healthy 
controls (Tamburella et al., 2013). The motion analysis using 
the KineView Motion System revealed that the speed of SCI 
patients is slower than that in healthy controls. Their results 
indicate that the stride length is shorter, gait cycle time is 
longer, and stance phase is larger in SCI patients compared 
with healthy controls. Our results were in line with the pre-
vious studies. In the present study using the plantar pressure 
system, walking speed was slower in the SCI group (0.34 ± 
0.15 m/s) than in the healthy group (1.41 ± 0.16 m/s). The 
stride time and the stance time were longer and the stance 
phase percentage was larger in the SCI group than in the 
healthy group, indicating that the propel swing phase was 
short. In SCI subjects, the activation of muscle is delayed 
and the increasing motor control instability may lead to the 
quick swings and reduce step length (Wang et al., 2013). 

Previous studies exploring foot pressure patterns during 
gait when walking barefoot have shown that the highest 
mean pressure occurs under the third metatarsal head, and 
the second highest pressure region occurs under the heel 
(Soames, 1985; Razak et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2013). This is 
consistent with the present study’s results of healthy sub-
jects, however the highest peak plantar pressure in patients 
with SCI was located in the heel (HM and HL), and the peak 
plantar pressure in each region was lower, especially in meta 
and toe regions. In the heel (HM and HL), the regional per-
centage parameters of regional impulse and the contact area 
in SCI patients were higher than those in healthy subjects. 
There is no comparable study on the pressure distribution of 
SCI subjects. A study of patients with multiple sclerosis re-
ported similar results; it suggested that the decrease of plan-
tar flexion and of force propulsion in the swing phase (Rusu 
et al., 2014), and the increase of the contact area was essen-
tial because of the loss of motor control in the limb at heel 

strike (Neamtu et al., 2012). However, the results should be 
interpreted carefully because of the small sample size used in 
the current study.

The present study simultaneously measured the spatial, 
temporal and plantar pressure valuables. To evaluate walk-
ing quality, speed alone is not sufficient. Recently, symmetry 
variances were emphasized as a critical index for walking 
ability (Tyrell et al., 2011). The gait pattern of healthy in-
dividuals is symmetric with respect to spatiotemporal pa-
rameters and muscle activation by normal motor control 
(Kawashima et al., 2006; Plotnik et al., 2013; Ogawa et al., 
2015). However, in patients with unilateral impairments due 
to stroke and amputation, walking asymmetry is considered 
as an important variable to evaluate walking quality (Hsu 
et al., 2003; Tyrell et al., 2011; Savin et al., 2014; Yu et al., 
2014; Awad et al., 2015). Recently, Kumprou et al. (2017) 
have shown that there is walking asymmetry in ambulatory 
patients with SCI (Kumprou et al., 2017). In the study, in the 
patients with SCI in level D, the median walking step length 
symmetry was 92% (interquartile range was 83–97%). In the 
present study, the formula was the same as that in the previ-
ous study for patients with stroke and SCI, where a smaller 
SI value indicates better symmetry. The result indicated that 
the patients with SCI in level D not only had space asymme-
try (step length SI), but also had temporal asymmetry (stance 
time SI), plantar force asymmetry (Max F SI, impulse SI), 
and contact area asymmetry. When individuals were walk-
ing, the leg in the stance phase was providing support and 
control for the other leg, which was in the swing phase for 
propulsion. The reason for the asymmetry could be that 
there is disrupted control and functional asymmetry to 
properly support weight in the support leg, which results 
in dysfunction in the other leg’s swing phase (Kamibayashi 
et al., 2010; Rusu et al., 2014). The SI, as a variable to reveal 
control discrepancy and walking quality, could be a poten-
tial variable for future research to improve walking quality.

The present study explored gait quality parameters by 
using a footscan plantar pressure plate system. The data col-
lecting process was relatively easy and convenient, and the 
quantity of gait-related information was reliable. However, 
there were also limitations in the study. First, the sample size 
was small, and it was difficult to do a stratified analysis. Sec-
ond, only patients with ASIA level D injury were included 
in this study because the walking speed in patients with SCI 
below level C was too slow to analyze the spatiotemporal 
data. However, it would still be possible to analyze the plan-
tar pressure data and SI, so future studies should include 
patients with SCI in level C.   

In conclusion, the present study used the plantar pres-
sure system to confirm the spatiotemporal difference of gait 
variables between SCI patients and healthy subjects. The 
results showed that the highest peak pressure was located in 
the heel (HM and HL) of SCI patients, rather than in meta 
region, as in healthy subjects. Regional impulse percentage 
and regional contact area percentage of the heel (HM and 
HL) were larger in SCI patients than in healthy subjects. The 
SI was larger in the SCI group. The variables extracted from 
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the plantar pressure system and SI could provide sensitive 
quantitative parameters for future interventional study to 
improve gait quality of SCI patients.
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